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We introduce a method to bring nearly atomistic resolution to coarse-grained models, and we
apply the method to proteins. Using a small number of coarse-grained sites (about one per eight
atoms) but assigning an independent three-dimensional orientation to each site, we preferentially
integrate out stiff degrees of freedom (bond lengths and angles, as well as dihedral angles in rings)
that are accurately approximated by their average values, while retaining soft degrees of freedom
(unconstrained dihedral angles) mostly responsible for conformational variability. We demonstrate
that our scheme retains nearly atomistic resolution by mapping all experimental protein configura-
tions in the Protein Data Bank onto coarse-grained configurations, then analytically backmapping
those configurations back to all-atom configurations. This roundtrip mapping throws away all in-
formation associated with the eliminated (stiff) degrees of freedom except for their average values,
which we use to construct optimal backmapping functions. Despite the 4:1 reduction in the number
of degrees of freedom, we find that heavy atoms move only 0.051 A˚ on average during the roundtrip
mapping, while hydrogens move 0.179 A˚ on average, an unprecedented combination of efficiency and
accuracy among coarse-grained protein models. We discuss the advantages of such a high-resolution
model for parameterizing effective interactions and accurately calculating observables through direct
or multiscale simulations.
The development of accurate classical force-fields and
special-purpose supercomputers have allowed all-atom
molecular simulations to provide a rich microscopic view
of many complex processes in molecular biology. For ex-
ample, all-atom molecular dynamics simulations are now
able to explore in atomic detail the folding kinetics of
fast-folding protein domains [1, 2], engineered protein
dimers [3], and small, naturally-occuring proteins [4], us-
ing simulations spanning milliseconds for proteins con-
taining up to 100 residues.
While hardware and software advances will continue to
advance the dynamic range of all-atom simulations, ac-
cessible time and length scales will always be limited by
the short time steps (typically 10−15 s) required to resolve
atomic vibrational motion [5] and the computational ex-
pense of propagating all the atomic degrees of freedom.
Thus, many important biological processes remain signif-
icantly beyond the frontier of all-atom simulations. For
example, understanding complex and competing assem-
bly pathways of soluble and insoluble aggregates is cru-
cial for developing therapies for Alzheimer’s disease, but
these pathways can each involve ten or more 40-residue
peptides and span hours or days [6–8].
Coarse-grained modeling presents an appealing way to
extend the time and length scales accessible to molecu-
lar simulations [9–20]. By reducing the number of de-
grees of freedom by a factor of N , coarse-grained simu-
lations decrease the number of short-range force calcula-
tions and increase accessible time scales both by factors
of N2. Averaging out the stiffest degrees of freedom al-
lows longer time steps in molecular dynamics simulations
(or increased trial step sizes in Monte Carlo simulations),
further increasing the accessible dynamic range. Coarse-
grained models can be used by themselves or as compo-
nents in multiscale simulation schemes [21–33] that use
coarse-grained simulations to accelerate sampling or dy-
namics of related all-atom simulations.
Information is lost when integrating out degrees of free-
dom, so the increased efficiency of coarse-grained mod-
eling is always paid for with a decrease in accuracy [34–
38]. Because complex biological systems are sensitive
to decreases in accuracy, coarse-grained modeling has
in many cases failed in a qualitative way to extend the
reach of molecular simulation. For example, unbiased
coarse-grained models have not yet successfully folded
any proteins that cannot be folded by all-atom simula-
tions. Thus, methods to improve the accuracy of coarse-
grained models are urgently needed.
The accuracy of coarse-grained models can be im-
proved by optimizing one or both of the two aspects
of coarse-grained modeling: (1) the mapping between
all-atom and coarse-grained degrees of freedom and (2)
the effective interactions among the coarse-grained de-
grees of freedom. Many authors have focused on the sec-
ond aspect, developing efficient methods to parameterize
interactions so that differences between coarse-grained
simulations and reference all-atom simulations are min-
imized. Examples include iterative Boltzmann inversion
that matches pair distribution functions [39], the mul-
tiscale coarse-graining method that matches forces [40–
43], and the relative entropy method that minimizes the
relative entropy between coarse-grained and all-atom en-
sembles [44–47].
Some authors have also begun exploring different ways
to map atomic positions onto coarse-grained sites, which
in turn dictates the types of effective interactions avail-
able. Most coarse-grained models are point-site mod-
els, mapping groups of atoms onto structureless coarse-
grained sites. In many point-site models, the effective in-
teractions are analogous to all-atom forcefields: interac-
tions between covalently connected sites are decomposed
into bond stretching, bending, and twisting terms, and
non-bonded interactions are spherically symmetric. Al-
though point-site models discard all information about
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2the structure of each site’s associated atoms, many au-
thors have developed methods to estimate some aspects
of a site’s structure from the positions of neighboring
sites, allowing the introduction of directional non-bonded
terms to more accurately model directional interactions
like hydrogen bonding [48–59]. Some protein models have
estimated the orientation of hydrogen-bonding peptide
groups from the positions of contiguous α-carbons [48–
53] or from the positions of multiple backbone sites per
residue [54], while others have estimated the orientation
of ellipsoidal side-chain sites using the position of the
neighboring backbone site [55]. Similar efforts have also
been applied to DNA [56–58] and lipid [59] models.
In one protein example, recognizing that the orienta-
tion of peptide bond dipoles in the Protein Data Bank
(PDB) [60] correlates with the angle among the three
nearest α-carbons, Alemani et al. created a model defin-
ing the peptide bond dipole orientation as a function
of the α-carbon angle [51]. By including a dipole in-
teraction, a bistable bond angle interaction, and a term
coupling consecutive dihedral angles along the α-carbon
chain, Alemani et al. could tune between alpha-helix and
beta-sheet secondary structures. Although this approach
illustrates a minimal set of ingredients needed to select
secondary structures, the low correlation in the PDB be-
tween peptide bond angles and backbone angles within
each class of secondary structure (Fig. 1 in Ref. [51]) il-
lustrates the resolution limit of such an approach.
A few authors have increased the resolution of coarse-
grained models by introducing structure into individual
coarse-grained sites in the form of vectors. Morriss-
Andrews et al. created a nucleic acid model with ellip-
soidal nucleobases allowed to freely rotate about the vec-
tor between the base site and its associated backbone
site [61]. Spiga et al. created a protein model with elec-
tric dipoles at polar side-chain sites allowed to freely ro-
tate in all directions [62]. Very recently, our group cre-
ated a model for peptoids (positional isomers of peptides)
assigning a rotatable vector to each site, using the vec-
tors to construct orientation-dependent bonded and non-
bonded interactions [63].
Here, we introduce a new method to bring atomistic
resolution to coarse-grained models: assign an indepen-
dent three-dimensional orientation to each site. While
adding orientations to a point-site model increases the
number of degrees of freedom per site from three to six,
it efficiently uses the separation of energy scales char-
acterizing organic chemistry: bond lengths and angles
are stiff, while dihedral angles (except in rings and dou-
ble bonds) are soft. Preferentially integrating out the
stiff degrees of freedom allows a dramatic reduction in
the number of degrees of freedom with a minimal loss
of accuracy. As we discuss in Section 1, the ability of a
coarse-grained model to accurately calculate observables
depends on two contributions to its accuracy: (1) the ac-
curacy of the effective interactions used to approximate
the many-body potential of mean force and (2) the accu-
racy of atomic coordinates produced during a roundtrip
mapping. In a roundtrip mapping, atomic coordinates
are mapped onto a coarse-grained model (throwing out
information), then a new set of atomic coordinates are
produced from the coarse-grained coordinates using ana-
lytical backmapping functions [64]. In Section 3, we ex-
plicitly demonstrate that an oriented coarse-grained pro-
tein model with a 4:1 mapping (eight atoms per oriented
site) can achieve an unprecedented combination of effi-
ciency and accuracy in a roundtrip mapping. Using all
experimental protein structures from the Protein Data
Bank [60] as a large and experimentally based proxy for
an equilibrium distribution of atomic coordinates, we op-
timize backmapping functions to reduce the information
lost during a roundtrip mapping. After this optimiza-
tion, we find that heavy atoms move only 0.051 A˚ on
average during the roundtrip mapping, while hydrogens
move 0.179 A˚.
Although the mapping between all-atom and coarse-
grained representations is just one half of a coarse-grained
model, our results bode well for developing tractable ef-
fective interactions that introduce a minimal amount of
additional error. In contrast to point-site models, the
position and orientation of a single site can predict the
position of surrounding atoms associated with that site.
Thus, the atomistic interactions between two sites can
be expressed directly as a potential of mean force, cal-
culated without fitting by recording the distribution of
relative positions and orientations of the two sites in all-
atom simulations. Although approximate factorizations
and symmetries may simplify some of these calculations,
in general we expect that these potentials of mean force
will be six-dimensional (three positional and three ori-
entational degrees of freedom). We leave the substan-
tial computational task of calculating these potentials of
mean force for future work.
1. Mapping and backmapping functions
Mapping and backmapping functions are essential to
coarse-grained and multiscale modeling. Coarse-grained
models consist of two parts, mapping functions and effec-
tive interactions. The set of forward mapping functions
M defines the set of coarse-grained coordinates R via
R = M(r), where r is the set of atomic positions. In the
next paragraph we will discuss how backmapping func-
tions B(R) = rback allow coarse-grained models to ap-
proximately calculate even those observables that depend
explicitly on the atomic positions r. First, it is instruc-
tive to note that coarse-grained models can in principle
be used to exactly calculate any observable that depends
only on the reduced coordinates R. For equilibrium ob-
servables, this can be seen by integrating out the vari-
ables eliminated by M from the equilibrium distribution
function [18, 19, 65]. This results in an expression for the
effective interactions V (R) that would ideally be applied
3to the coarse-grained model:
V (R) = −kBT ln
(
Ω
ω
∫
drδ (M(r)−R) exp (−βv(r))
)
.
(1)
In Eq. 1, v(r) is the all-atom potential energy func-
tion, and Ω and ω are the configurational volumes of
the all-atom and coarse-grained systems. The exact so-
lution to Eq. 1 includes many-body terms of all orders,
which would be prohibitively difficult to calculate and
prohibitively slow to simulate. Coarse-grained models
are useful when Eq. 1 can be approximated by a small
number of terms, e.g.
V (R) '
Nsites∑
i=1
i−1∑
j=1
Vpair(Ri,Rj), (2)
where Vpair is a pair interaction between sites Ri and
Rj . We will show that backmapping functions can be
developed to predict atomic positions from the posi-
tion and orientation of individual coarse-grained sites,
~bj = ~Bj(Ri). Thus, many of the atomic-scale pair in-
teractions represented by Eq. 1 should be expressible by
coarse-grained pair potentials of the form of Eq. 2. This
will allow accurate effective interactions to be directly
inverted from pair distribution functions calculated with
small all-atom simulations, minimizing the need for fit-
ting.
Backmapping functions are equally crucial in their own
right, either for predicting observables that depend ex-
plicitly on the atomic coordinates r or, as will be dis-
cussed in Section 4, for interfacing with all-atom simula-
tions in multiscale schemes. Suppose that we want to use
a coarse-grained model to calculate an observable O that
depends explicitly on the atomic positions r. For sim-
plicity, assume that O depends linearly on r, O = O · r.
In addition to the error associated with approximating
Eq. 1 by e.g. Eq. 2, we expect an error resulting from our
inability to precisely know the positions r. We can only
calculateO via a set of backmapping functionsB defining
backmapped atomic positions rback = B(R). The error
associated with this backmapping (beyond any error as-
sociated with the effective interactions) can be calculated
by defining the roundtrip root-mean-square dispacement
(rmsd)
∆r =
(〈
(rback − r)2
〉)1/2
=
(〈
(B (M(r))− r)2
〉)1/2
,
(3)
where the average is over the equilibrium distribution of
the atomistic system. The error in O depends on the
covariance matrix for r, Σr, via ∆O = (O · Σr ·Oᵀ)1/2,
and the elements of Σr are bounded by the elements of
∆r by the Pearson correlation coefficient equation. Thus,
to reduce the error in O associated with backmapping,
we want to reduce the roundtrip rmsd of all the atomic
positions.
2. Method
Our method can be described generally as follows.
We defined a set of forward mapping functions M(r) =
R that would integrate out the stiff degrees of free-
dom found in organic chemistry (bond lengths and an-
gles, double-bond dihedral angles, and dihedral angles
in rings) while retaining a nearly 1:1 correspondence
between M and the soft degrees of freedom (non-ring,
single-bond dihedral angles). Then, we defined backmap-
ping functions B(R) = rback that would take advantage
of this 1:1 correspondence to back out atomic coordinates
with a precision limited only by fluctuations in the stiff
degrees of freedom. Finally, we numerically calculated
optimal coefficients for the backmapping functions that
minimized the root-mean-square displacement between
initial and backmapped atomic positions (∆r in Eq. 3),
when applying the roundtrip mapping to a set of atomic
configurations.
This procedure could be applied to any set of atomic
configurations. The formal connection to a potential of
mean force requires that the set be an equilibrium dis-
tribution of configurations. However, since there are no
such experimental distributions with sufficient statistics
to perform the optimization of B, and since creating
such a distribution with all-atom simulations would be
computationally expensive, we instead used the Protein
Data Bank (PDB) [60] as a large, convenient, and experi-
mentally based proxy for an equilibrium distribution. In
a general sense this is analogous to using the PDB to
construct knowledge-based potentials for coarse-grained
models [66]. However, in contrast to these approaches,
our use of the PDB as a proxy only assumes that the
local degrees of freedom integrated out by M are in equi-
librium in the PDB, making no assumptions about non-
local degrees of freedom like those responsible for protein
folding.
Details about how we extracted data from the PDB,
dealt with missing or incorrect data, and treated indistin-
guishable atoms appear in the Supporting Information.
The Supporting Information also contains the optimal
parameters for the backmapping functions, a list of rmsds
by amino acid and atom type, and the C code we used to
optimize the backmapping functions, calculate the rmsds,
and generate the molecular files and TCL scripts used to
create the VMD [67] images in this paper.
3. Results
Figure 1 illustrates how we constructed forward map-
ping and backmapping functions to take advantage of
the stiff degrees of freedom found in proteins. As shown
in Fig. 1 (a) for one non-terminal glutamine residue
drawn from the PDB, we grouped each amino acid
residue into one to three coarse-grained sites ri, each
defined by a position and three orthonormal vectors,
Ri = {~Ri, Eˆix, Eˆiy, Eˆiz}. We defined the forward map-
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FIG. 1: Illustration of forward mapping and backmapping functions for non-terminal glutamine and tryptophan residues, using
example residues from the PDB structure 2iqx of malate synthase G [68]. Atoms are labeled using standard PDB atom names.
Examples for the other eighteen amino acids appear in Fig. 2 and the Supporting Information. (a) Glutamine atoms from
the PDB structure (spheres) are mapped to two oriented sites (vectors). The backbone site (red) is defined by the positions
of the atoms CA, C, and N, and the sidechain site (blue) is defined by the atoms CD, NE2, and OE1. Atoms are colored
according to to which site they are associated with. Neighboring atoms in adjacent residues are colored black. (b) Backmapped
atom positions (opaque) superposed on original positions (semi-transparent). Lighter-colored atoms (e.g. HB2 and HB3) are
backmapped using a linear correction that depends on the backmapped position of the nearest atom in an adjacent site (e.g.
CG), which is colored darker. (c) A tryptophan residue from 2iqx is mapped onto two oriented sites. The backbone site (red)
is defined by the positions of the atoms CA, C, and N, and the sidechain site (blue) is defined by the atoms CG, ND2, and
CD1. (d) Backmapped atom positions (opaque) superposed on original positions, as in (b).
ping function Mi for each site i as a function of the posi-
tions of three atoms, ~rνi1 , ~rνi2 , and ~rνi3 . (νin defines the
index of the nth atom defining the ith site.) We let ~rνi1
define the site position, ~Ri = ~rνi1 , and we let the other
two sites define the orthonomal vectors,
Eˆix = Nˆ (~rνi1 − ~rνi0) ,
Eˆiz = Nˆ ((~rνi1 − ~rνi0)× (~rνi2 − ~rνi0)) ,
Eˆiy = Nˆ(Eˆiz × Eˆix),
(4)
where Nˆ(~r) = ~r/|~r|. For example, we placed a backbone
site (red arrows in Fig. 1 (a)) at each α-carbon (CA) and
defined the backbone site orientation by the positions of
the neighboring carbonyl carbon (C) and nitrogen (N)
atoms in the backbone. Since bond lengths and angles
tend to be distributed close to their average values, we
could immediately write down backmapping functions for
all atoms directly bound to the central atom. For an
atom j of type α (e.g. β-carbons in glutamine) belonging
to site i, we simply defined the backmapping function
~Bα(Ri) via
~Bα(Ri) = ~Ri + cαxEˆix + cαyEˆiy + cαzEˆiz, (5)
where ~cα is the average position of atoms of type α in the
frame of their coarse-grained site. With this backmap-
ping, the roundtrip rmsd becomes simply the rmsd of the
atom positions in the frame of the site. As illustrated
by the close agreement between backmapped (solid) and
original (semi-transparent) atom positions in Fig. 1 (b),
all atoms bound to the α-carbon tend to move only small
distances during the roundtrip mapping. Averaging over
all residues in the PDB, we find that α-carbons, carbonyl
carbons, nitrogens, β-carbons (CB), and α-hydrogens
(HA) move on average 0, 0.01, 0.07, 0.08, and 0.06 A˚,
respectively. We can account for the model’s ability to
backmap five atom positions (15 degrees of freedom) from
one site (six degrees of freedom) because the tetrahedral
cluster is constrained by four bond lengths and five inde-
pendent bond angles, each largely conserved across the
PDB.
We found that directly backmapping backbone atoms
separated by two bonds from the α-carbon did not result
in low roundtrip rmsds, because the positions of these
atoms in the frame of the backbone site each depend on
a soft torsional degrees of freedom. For example, the
position of the carbonyl oxygen (O) in the ith residue
depends on the ψ dihedral angle (torsion of the CA-C
bond, see Fig. 1 (a)). Fortunately, the same torsional
degree of freedom controls the position of the nitrogen in
the (i + 1)th residue, denoted N+ in Fig. 1. Since the
position of the (i+ 1)th nitrogen is predicted accurately
by direct backmapping from the (i+ 1)th backbone site,
we could predict the position of the ith oxygen by fitting
it to a linear function of the predicted position of the (i+
1)th nitrogen. All of this is done in the frame of the ith
backbone site. A linear function is sufficient because the
dihedral angle rotation relating the oxygen and nitrogen
positions is a linear transformation. In general, for an
atom l of type β directly backmapped by site k, we define
~B′α(Ri,Rk) as its predicted position in the frame of site
i,
~B′β(Ri,Rk) =
(
~Bβ(Rk)− ~Ri
)
· { ~Eix, ~Eiy, ~Eiz}. (6)
5Res Atom 1 Atom 2 Atom 3 Direct atoms Corrected atoms
ALA CA C N HA CB HB2 HB3 HB1 O H
ARG CA C N HA O H
ARG CG CD CB HG2 HG3 HB2 HB3 HD2 HD3
ARG CZ NH1 NH2 NE HH11 HH12 HH21 HH22 HE
ASN CA C N HA CB O H HB2 HB3
ASN CG ND2 OD1 HD21 HD22
ASP CA C N HA CB O H HB2 HB3
ASP CG OD2 OD1 HD2
CYS CA C N HA O H
CYS SG CB HG HB2 HB3
GLN CA C N HA CB O H HB2 HB3
GLN CD NE2 OE1 CG HE21 HE22 HG2 HG3
GLU CA C N HA CB O H HB2 HB3
GLU CD OE2 OE1 CG HE2 HG2 HG3
GLY CA C N HA2 HA3 O H
HIS CA C N HA CB O H HB2 HB3
HIS CG ND1 CD2 CE1 NE2 HD1 HD2 HE1 HE2
ILE CA C N HA O H
ILE CG1 CB CD1 HG12 HG13 HD11 HD12 HD13 CG2 HG21 HG22 HG23 HB
LEU CA C N HA CB O H HB2 HB3
LEU CG CD1 CD2 HG HD11 HD12 HD13 HD21 HD22 HD23
LYS CA C N HA O H
LYS CG CB CD HG2 HG3 HB2 HB3
LYS CE NZ CD HE2 HE3 HZ1 HZ2 HZ3 HD2 HD3
MET CA C N HA CB O H HB2 HB3
MET SD CE CG HE1 HE2 HE3 HG2 HG3
PHE CA C N HA CB O H HB2 HB3
PHE CG CD1 CD2 CE1 CE2 CZ HD1 HD2 HE1 HE2 HZ
PRO CA C N HA O H
PRO CG CD CB HG2 HG3 HB2 HB3 HD2 HD3
SER CA C N HA O H
SER OG CB HG HB2 HB3
THR CA C N HA O H
THR OG1 CB HG1 HB CG2 HG21 HG22 HG23
TRP CA C N HA CB O H HB2 HB3
TRP CG CD2 CD1 NE1 CE2 CE3 CZ2 CZ3 CH2 HD1 HE1 HE3 HZ2 HZ3 HH2
TYR CA C N HA CB O H HB3 HB2
TYR CG CD1 CD2 CE1 CE2 CZ OH HD1 HD2 HE1 HE2 HH
VAL CA C N HA O H
VAL CB CG1 CG2 HB HG11 HG12 HG13 HG21 HG22 HG23
TABLE 1: List of atoms defining the forward mapping and backmapping functions for each site. The first column lists the
residue, the next three colums list the atoms νij , j = 1, 2, 3, defining the the forward mapping function Mi. The fifth column
lists additional atoms backmapped directly by Eq. 5. The last column lists the atoms backmapped by Eq. 7.
Then, if j is the atom of type α in site i whose position
is correlated with the position of atom l of type β, the
backmapping function for j with a linear correction is
~Bα(Ri,Rk) = ~Ri + c
′
αβxEˆix + c
′
αβyEˆiy + c
′
αβzEˆiz, (7)
where
~c ′αβ = ~Iαβ + Sαβ · ~B′β(Ri,Rk). (8)
We calculated the 3-vector ~Iαβ and the 3× 3 matrix Sαβ
by analytically performing ordinary least-squares fits to
the three components of the vector equation〈(
~rj − ~Ri
)
· { ~Eix, ~Eiy, ~Eiz}
〉
j∈α
= ~c ′αβ , (9)
where the average is over all atoms j of type α.
The three-bond spacing between α-carbons in proteins
is ideal for backmapping accurate atomic positions from
oriented backbone sites. For each residue we backmapped
the C, N, HA, and CB atoms directly via Eq. 5, and we
backmapped the O and H atoms via Eq. 7 using the
predicted positions of the N+ and C− atoms, respec-
tively. As illustrated by the close agreement between
the solid and semi-transparent O and H atoms in Fig. 1
(b), the linear correction resulted in small displacements
during the roundtrip mapping. Averaged over the PDB,
O atoms moved 0.086 A˚ and H atoms moved 0.274 A˚. If
residues were separated by more than three bonds, such
an accurate backmapping would not be possible with only
one backbone site per residue, because additional soft
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FIG. 2: Backmapped atom positions (opaque) superposed on original positions (semi-transparent) for (a) serene, (b) threonine,
(c) cysteine, and (d) tyrosine. In (a-c) the hydroxyl or thiol groups help define the sidechain site. In (d) the torsion of the
hydroxyl group is unconstrained, leading to a large disagreement between the original and backmapped HH position.
torsional degrees of freedom would be unconstrained.
Moving up the main branch of each amino acid
sidechain, we added as few additional sites as possible
while ensuring that sites were spaced by no more than
three bonds. Columns 2-4 of Table 1 lists the atoms
defining each site, using standard atom names from the
PDB. As for the backbone sites, we used Eq. 5 to directly
backmap those atoms whose relative positions could be
constrained by stiff degrees of freedom (Column 5 of Ta-
ble 1), and we used linear corrections to backmap those
atoms off the main chain that required a torsional de-
gree of freedom to be constrained (last column of Ta-
ble 1). When correcting the position of an atom, we al-
ways corrected it using the predicted position of the clos-
est main-chain atom on a neighboring site. For example,
for glutamine (Fig. 1(a)) we corrected the β-hydrogens
in the backbone site (HB2 and HB3) by the predicted
position of the γ-carbon in the sidechain site (CG), and
we corrected the γ-hydrogens in the sidechain site (HG2
and HG3) by the predicted position of the β-carbon in
the backbone site (CG). The close agreement between
solid and semi-transparent HB2, HB3, HG2, and HG3
atoms in Fig. 1 (b) illustrates the high accuracy of these
roundtrip mappings.
Although the sites in some sidechains had to spaced by
fewer than three bonds, using oriented sites more than
made up for this redundancy by (1) utilizing the stiff tor-
sional degrees of freedom in the rings of histidine, pheny-
lalanine, tryptophan, and tyrosine and (2) allowing accu-
rate estimation of methyl and amine hydrogens with no
additional overhead. Tryptophan’s double ring is a dra-
matic example of the first case. As shown in Fig. 1 (c), we
placed tryptophan’s sidechain site on the γ-carbon (CG),
only two bonds away from the α-carbon (CA) of the back-
bone site. This meant that the β-carbon (CB) could be
predicted by either site; we chose to associate it with the
backbone. Although this meant that the sidechain site’s
orientation was not used to predict the position of the
β-carbon, the stiffness of the double ring meant that we
could use the site’s orientation to predict the position of
twelve atoms not directly bonded to the γ-carbon. As
illustrated in Fig. 1 (d), the direct backmapping of these
atoms resulted in low roundtrip rmsds. Averaging over
the PDB, the largest roundtrip displacement in trypto-
phan’s double ring was for HZ3, which moved on average
0.13 A˚. Our ability to model ring groups using few de-
grees of freedom starkly contrasts the ability of point-size
coarse-grained models that typically require more sites
per atom to model rings [69, 70].
Glutamine’s amine group (Fig. 1 (c)) is an example of
the second case, where methyl or amine hydrogens could
be backmapped with high accuracy and no additional
overhead. When adding sites, we ensured that methyl
carbons and amine nitrogens were within one bond of a
coarse-grained site, but we imposed no such requirement
for the methyl and amine hydrogens. As a result, the
hydrogens’ positions in the frame of the site depend on
the torsion of the bond connecting the carbon or nitrogen
to the site center. However, we found that these hydro-
gen positions could be backmapped directly via Eq. 5
with relatively low rmsds of 0.11 A˚ for neutral amine
hydrogens in arginine, asparagine, and glutamine; be-
tween 0.17 A˚ and 0.24 A˚ for methyl hydrogens in ala-
nine, isoleucine, leucine, methionine, threonine, and va-
line; and 0.25 A˚ for quaternary ammonium hydrogens in
lysine. The low rmsds for the neutral amine hydrogens
is due to the planarity of the guanidinium and amide
groups. The rmsds of the methyl and NH3+ groups
are kept reasonably low from a combination of two fac-
tors. First, we named the indistinguishable hydrogen
atoms according to their dihedral angles, which imposes
an upper bound of around 0.51 A˚ for methyl groups and
0.52 A˚ for NH3+ groups (see Supporting Information).
Second, these groups do show some preference for cer-
tain dihedral angles, reducing the rmsd to less than half
of these upper bounds.
In contrast to the amine and methyl hydrogens, we
found that hydroxyl and thiol groups in serene, thre-
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FIG. 3: Backmapped atom positions (opaque) superposed on
original positions (semi-transparent) for (a) the N-terminal
methionine and (b) the C-terminal serene from the PDB
structure 2eyz of the CRK protein [71]. In (a) the N-terminal
quaternary ammonium hydrogens are backmapped from the
position and orientation of the Cα site via Eq. 5. In (b) an ad-
ditional C-terminal site is defined from the positions of atoms
C, O, and OXT.
onine, tyrosine, and cysteine have broad distributions
of dihedral angles, and the single terminal hydrogens
in these groups have no indistinguishable partners that
could be used to reduce their rmsd. For serene, threonine,
and cysteine, we were able to include the hydrogen as one
of the three atoms defining the site without increasing the
number of sites or adversely affecting the backmapping
of other atoms, as shown in Fig. 2 (a-c). For tyrosine, the
hydroxyl group lies on the opposite side of an aromatic
ring from the site used to backmap the ring. We chose to
leave the hydroxyl torsion unconstrained in the backmap-
ping, leading to an unusually large rmsd of 0.836 A˚ for
the hydroxyl hydrogen atom (HH). Since introducing an-
other site (six degrees of freedom) to constrain this one
degree of freedom would be inefficient, the best way to
reduce the rmsd might be to introduce an additional in-
ternal degree of freedom to tyrosine’s sidechain site. This
degree of freedom would control the backmapping of HH
and modulate the site’s effective interactions.
We modeled the N-terminal hydrogens similarly to
how we modeled the amine hydrogens on the sidechains,
backmapping their positions directly via Eq. 5 using the
terminal backbone site, as shown in Fig. 3 (a). Since an
appreciable number (2.4%) of N-terminal amines in the
PDB were neutral, we treated NH2 and HN3+ groups
separately. Although these terminal amine groups oc-
cupy a broad distribution of dihedral angles, we were
able to reduce the rmsd by naming the indistinguish-
able hydrogens according to their dihedral angles, bring-
ing the rmsds down to 0.451 A˚ for NH2 hydrogens and
0.637 A˚ for NH3 hydrogens (see Supporting Information).
As for tyrosine’s hydroxyl group, introducing a single in-
ternal degree of freedom to describe this torsion could
significantly reduce these rmsds.
Residue Atoms Sites Mapping Heavy rmsd H rmsd
ALA 10 1 5.0 0.056 0.178
ARG 24 3 4.0 0.043 0.120
ASN 14 2 3.5 0.054 0.158
ASP 12 2 3.0 0.053 0.190
CYS 11 2 2.8 0.058 0.163
GLN 17 2 4.2 0.050 0.141
GLU 15 2 3.8 0.052 0.160
GLY 7 1 3.5 0.059 0.358
HIS 18 2 4.5 0.050 0.140
ILE 19 2 4.8 0.050 0.160
LEU 19 2 4.8 0.049 0.159
LYS 22 3 3.7 0.046 0.163
MET 17 2 4.2 0.078 0.191
PHE 20 2 5.0 0.048 0.135
PRO 15 2 3.8 0.050 0.063
SER 11 2 2.8 0.057 0.131
THR 14 2 3.5 0.057 0.168
TRP 24 2 6.0 0.050 0.134
TYR 21 2 5.2 0.053 0.334
VAL 16 2 4.0 0.045 0.209
Total 0.051 0.179
TABLE 2: List of roundtrip mapping ratios and roundtrip
rmsds by amino acid (top 20 rows) and overall (bottom row).
The mapping ratio R is the ratio of the number of atomic
degrees of freedom to the number of coarse-grained degrees
of freedom, R = Natoms/(2×Nsites. The rmsds are separated
for heavy atoms and hydrogens.
As shown in Fig. 3 (b), the positions of the heavy atoms
O and OXT at the C-terminus depend on the torsion of
the C-terminal CA-C bond (ψ dihedral angle). To allow
accurate backmapping, we introduced an additional site
at the C-terminus defined by the positions of the atoms
C, O, and OXT (black arrows in Fig. 3 (b)). Even with
this additional site, the rmsd for the OXT atom is still
moderately large, 0.347 A˚, mostly due to an unusually
broad distribution for the C-OXT bond length in the
PDB, rC−OXT = 1.249± 0.327 A˚.
We designed our model to target proteins in their
most common charged states, but we also applied our
roundtrip mapping to structures containing protonated
carboxyl groups at the C-terminus and/or in aspartic
acid or glutamic acid sidechains, which represented fewer
than 1% of the 2% of PDB structures containing hydro-
gens. Since the positions of the hydrogens in these groups
depend on an unconstrained torsional degree of freedom,
they had predictably large rmsds of 0.973 A˚, 0.809 A˚,
and 0.804 A˚, respectively. For the C-terminus and aspar-
tic acid, these hydrogens could be constrained by using
an alternate mapping for charged groups. For example,
changing the atoms defining the C-terminus site from C,
O, and OXT (see Fig. 3 (b)) to OXT, HXT, and C would
constrain HXT up to variations in bond lengths and an-
gles, while allowing O to be backmapped through Eq. 7.
The main chain of the glutamic acid sidechain is too long
for the additional hydrogen to be accurately backmapped
without adding an additional degree of freedom.
Overall, we found that using oriented coarse-grained
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FIG. 4: Comparison of heavy-atom rmsds and mapping ratios for our model (red points) and an “intermediate-resolution”
point-site model (PRIMO [54, 64]) specifically designed for accurate backmapping (blue points). Each point represents a
different amino acid. Panel (a) defines the mapping ratio as the number of atomic degrees of freedom per course-grained degree
of freedom. Panel (b) defines the mapping ratio as the number of non-hydrogen atomic degrees of freedom per coarse-grained
degree of freedom. Results for the point-site model are taken from Ref. [64] and were obtained by performing a roundtrip
mapping on 611 protein structures minimized with an all-atom forcefield. In general, our model is both more accurate (smaller
rmsds) and more efficient (larger mapping ratios).
sites allowed us to efficiently store the information neces-
sary to backmap accurate all-atom configurations. Aver-
aged over the PDB, heavy atoms moved 0.051 A˚ during
our roundtrip mapping, while hydrogens moved 0.179 A˚.
Table 2 lists the mapping ratios and rmsd for each amino
acid. A complete list broken down by atom type appears
in the Supporting Information. The low rmsds are re-
markable given that the average mapping ratio is 4.1;
that is, information associated with 76% of the atomic
degrees of freedom are discarded during the roundtrip
mapping.
To get a sense of how much of this efficiency can be
attributed to using oriented sites, in Fig. 4 (a) we com-
pare heavy-atom rmsds and mapping ratios for our model
with those calculated in Ref. [64] for an “intermediate-
resolution” point-site model (PRIMO) which was de-
signed for accurate backmapping [64]. PRIMO’s high
resolution [64] and detailed effective interactions [54] has
allowed it model folded, folding [54], and membrane [72]
proteins with higher accuracy than typical for coarse-
grained models. PRIMO maps each residue to between
4 and 8 structureless sites. As a result, it reduces the
number of atomic degrees of freedom by factors rang-
ing between 2 (aspartic acid) and 4 (valine), as shown
by the blue points in Fig. 4 (a), with an average map-
ping ratio of 3.0. This is a substantially finer mapping
than most point-site coarse grained models. The average
mapping ratios for the UNRES [73], MARTINI [70], and
MS-CG [74] models are 8.2, 7.1, and 6.0, while Spiga et
al.’s model including dipole degrees of freedom has an
average mapping ratio of 6.6. Ref. [64] only performed a
roundtrip mapping with PRIMO for heavy atoms (find-
ing an overall rmsd of 0.099 A˚), so we only plot heavy-
atom rmsds in Fig. 4. Since the calculation of the heavy-
atom rmsds does not use the mapping functions for hy-
drogens, it is instructive to also compare the heavy-atom
rmsds to heavy-atom mapping ratios, the number of non-
hydrogen atomic degrees of freedom per coarse-grained
degree of freedom. As shown by the blue points in Fig. 4
(b), PRIMO’s heavy-atom mapping ratios fall between
1.3 (lysine) and 2 (tryptophan), with an average of 1.5
Comparing PRIMO to our model (red points in Fig. 4),
we find that across amino acids our model is more accu-
rate (smaller rmsds) and more efficient (larger mapping
ratios). The worst cases for our model are cysteine and
serine, whose sidechains are two heavy atoms long, re-
quiring a sidechain site to backmap the position of only
one heavy atom (and three hydrogens) that could not be
directly backmapped from the backbone site (see Fig. 2
(a) and (c)). Our mapping ratios for these amino acids
are no larger than PRIMO’s (2.75, or 1.5 considering
only heavy atoms), but our backmapping is more accu-
rate (rmsds of 0.58 and 0.57 A˚ vs 0.105 and 0.114 A˚ for
PRIMO). Our proline mapping also has a ratio equal to
its PRIMO counterpart (3.75, or 1.75 considering only
heavy atoms) and a lower rmsd (0.050 A˚ vs 0.110 A˚).
The only residues with lower rmsds in PRIMO are as-
paragine, aspartic acid, and methionine (0.011, 0.018,
and 0.067 A˚ vs 0.054, 0.053, and 0.078 A˚), but PRIMO
achieves these low rmsds by using a nearly atomistic
heavy-atom mapping ratio of 4/3, compared to a ratio
of 2 used for these amino acids in our model. The re-
maining fourteen amino acids have both larger mapping
ratios and smaller rmsds in our model. Amino acids with
9rings perform best in our model, due to the fact that the
planarity of the rings allows the structure of an entire
ring (or double ring) to be accurately stored in a sin-
gle oriented site. Histidine, phenylalanine, tyrosine, and
tryptophan all have smaller rmsds than in PRIMO de-
spite having mapping ratios that are at least 50% larger.
4. Discussion
By demonstrating that our model can store atomic po-
sitions with an unprecedented combination of accuracy
(small rmsds) and efficiency (large mapping ratios), we
have justified the substantial computational task of pa-
rameterizing the effective interactions necessary to com-
plete our model. Calculating multidimensional poten-
tials of mean force from all-atom simulations should allow
us to write down effective interactions capturing atomic-
scale interactions, because the relative atomic positions
controlling these interactions are related directly to the
relative positions and orientations of neighboring coarse-
grained sites. As discussed in Section 1, equipping our
model with these effective interactions should allow us
to calculate any observable of the atomistic system with
an error proportional to the small roundtrip rmsds cal-
culated in this paper.
Having designed a model that preferentially integrates
out the stiffest degrees of freedom (bond bending, bond
stretching, and dihedral rotations in rings) we think that
we have approached the accuracy limit of coarse-grained
modeling. Nevertheless, there are undoubtedly some
molecular processes so sensitive to error that they could
not be modeled even by an optimal coarse-grained model.
For such systems, coarse-grained models can be used to
accelerate equilibration, sampling, or dynamics of all-
atom simulations in various multiscale schemes [21–33].
A small roundtrip rmsd is a clear figure of merit
for a coarse-grained model’s performance in all multi-
scale schemes. Sequential multiscale modeling [21–23]
requires that configurations be handed back and forth
between coarse-grained and all-atom simulations with-
out lengthy relaxations. Reducing the roundtrip rmsd
ensures that relaxations are short. Embedded multi-
scale modeling [24–29] requires that coarse-grained and
all-atom regions can be stitched together in the same
simulation box. When a coarse-grained can backmap ac-
curate all-atom configurations, the coarse-grained region
can be seamlessly blended into the all-atom region using
the backmapped all-atom configurations.
Multiscale replica exchange simulations [30–33] require
that coordinates be exchanged in equilibrium along a
ladder of otherwise equivalent system “replicas” differing
in resolution. These exchanges allow the higher replicas
(coarse-grained simulations) to accelerate sampling of
the lowest replica (the all-atom simulation) without
biasing the all-atom simulation. The efficiency of a
multiscale replica exchange simulation is determined by
the number of replicas and the exchange acceptance
rates. Using a high-resolution coarse-grained model in
this approach would increase the overlap in distributions
sampled by the highest and lowest replicas, thereby in-
creasing acceptance rates and/or requiring fewer replicas.
5. Conclusion
We have demonstrated the accuracy of a coarse-
grained protein model with oriented coarse-grained
sites by calculating the distance atoms move during a
roundtrip mapping. By preferentially integrating out stiff
degrees of freedom associated with bond stretching, bond
bending, and bond twisting in rings, our model achieves
a combination of accuracy (small rmsds) and efficiency
(large mapping ratios) that has not previously been at-
tained by coarse-grained protein models. Our model’s
nearly atomistic resolution should allow for parameter-
ization of detailed effective interactions accounting for
atomic-scale interactions. Once equipped with these ef-
fective interactions, our model should be able to extend
the reach of time and length scales accessible to molecular
simulation, either through direct simulations or through
seamless integration into multiscale simulation schemes.
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